You are invited to attend a public lecture

**New Indigenous Architecture of the Pacific Rim**

featuring three leading Indigenous architects and academics from USA, Samoa and Australia.

Tuesday 17th January 2017
6.00 – 8.00 pm
State Library of Queensland
Auditorium 2

Speakers are:
**Carroll Go-Sam** (Indigenous ARC Discovery Research Fellow, Australia),
**Daniel Glenn** (7 Directions Architects, Seattle), and
**Albert Refiti** (Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand).

Speakers will discuss Indigenous architecture in its present form, followed by a panel discussion with **Professor Paul Memmott** (Indigenous Design Place and Aboriginal Environments Research Centre, The University of Queensland) and **Dr Elizabeth Grant** (University of Adelaide).

The 'New Indigenous Architecture of the Pacific Rim' lecture event at the State Library and the underlying book project (‘Handbook of Indigenous Architecture of the World’ edited by Dr Kelly Greenop and Dr Elizabeth Grant) are being auspiced by the 'Indigenous Design Place', an initiative funded by the University of Queensland's Vice Chancellor from his Special Research Initiative funding, together with support from three faculties (EAIT, HASS & Science) and various Schools (Architecture, Social Science) and Institutes (ISSR, AIBN). Indigenous Design Place is an informal network of collaborative UQ researchers working with Indigenous leaders, researchers and communities on transdisciplinary projects that strengthen Indigenous problem-solving capacities and well-being. The Handbook project will draw together both Indigenous and non-indigenous contributors from academic and practising architects, anthropologists, geographers, urban and landscape designers and art historians from the Pacific Rim. The book and associated events will, over the next three years, act as a catalyst to explore architectural and environmental issues of contemporary Indigenous identities, agency, well-being, aesthetics and cultural sustainability under the pressures of colonisation, political hegemony, modernisation, globalisation and climate change. The lecture event at the State Library will focus critical debate on these complex topics seeking guidelines for cross-cultural good practice.

This is a free event but bookings are essential. For more information and bookings: [http://designonline.org.au/new-indigenous-architecture-of-the-pacific-rim/](http://designonline.org.au/new-indigenous-architecture-of-the-pacific-rim/)

This event is made possible through the generous support of the Indigenous Design Place, The University of Queensland.